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From IOC to TTP:
How Attack Chains Have Evolved
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Session Agenda

• What is an IoC
• How are IoCs used
• IoCs applied to cyber kill chain
• What are TTPs
• How are TTPs used
• TTPs + Analytics
• TTPs applied to cyber kill chain
• Why TTPs are the future of detection and Threat Hunting
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What is an IoC?
.

Indicators of Compromise (IOC) is an artifact observed on a network or in an 
operation system that with high confidence indicates a computer intrusion. 
(from Wikipedia)

• AV signatures

• Hashes 

• Files Names 

• IPs

• ULRs/Domains

• Behaviors
*GRIZZLY STEPPE IOCS (911)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we need to be clear in our own accepted understanding of what an IOC actually is and what it is not. Traditionally the industry has coined the term IOC to mean ”Indicator of Compromise”, but the meaning an IOC has often been interchanged from org to org and vendor to vendor, for example:Certain vendors refer to IOC’s as artefacts attributed to IP’s, URL’s, Domains, File Hashes, Registry Keys, Filenames and so forth, whilst others would call these ”Observables”. Whilst other vendors/groups refer to IOC’s as multiple observables indicating evidence that a compromise or breach has occurred. What we can say with confidence is that the MITRE framework of an IOC is the widely accepted description, which is that an IOC is an artifact observed on a network or in an operation system that with high confidence indicates a computer intrusion.Regardless of your accepted definition what we can agree is that IOC’s in isolation simply cant provide (in most instances) enough context to make reasonable remediation/IR decisions, nor understand more importantly the intent a particular IOC might pose in terms of risk to a user, asset and thus risk to our organisation.
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Evolution of IoCs & Birth of TTP’s

AV Firewalls NIDS SIEM OpenIOC

1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Web Proxy

Not much has changed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IOC’s in of themselves have changed considerably over the years in terms of what’s available and what’s been deemed as critical to be effectively used by organizations in an effective cyber-security strategy. Lets take a brief look at the history and evolution of IOC’s, by standard definitions:1st we had endpoint protection focused in the guise of anti-virus capabilities. The first publicly documented removal of an ”in the wild” virus (contentiously) was the “Vienna Virus” in 1987, albeit the monitoring of specific processes to attribute activity (IOC’s) of a virus were implemented back in the early to mid eighties.2nd As we saw the evolution of networking and inter-networking, organizations grew to the monitoring and control of ingress/egress address spaces, MAC, IPX/SPX, IP, Frame-Relay, ATM and so forth, using these addresses as IOC’s that could be tracked, specifically through traditional firewalling functions in IP-Tables on Linux servers. This shift allowed organizations to provide an outside in protection view from an IOC perspective.3rd and moving into the early to mid nineties, NIDS became popular in monitoring beyond the standard IP/Transport layer artefacts and began correlating large volumes of traffic activity to look for suspicious patterns (IOC’s) in network flows, even moving into authentication monitoring functions against network assets. 4th and into the late nineties and early noughties, we started to see Web Proxy technologies coupled with what became stateful firewalling, take route, become much more functionally aware of specific activity across sessions, or the ability to look the the content being access through application layer inspection, building on additional IOC’s that might be used as attacker sources from an external attacker view perspective.5th, with all these new data points to receive from network, transport and through to application layer, it started (and often still remains so!) to become nigh on impossible to correlate these disparate data points into a meaningful output, and thus SIEM was born to attempt to provide organizations with the ability to ask specific questions of multiple data points to find connections in siloed IOCs. In short SIEMS intended to prove the ability to aggregate IOC’s and provider great actionable intelligence… Then we come to the present day, the industry has accepted that technologies available simply don’t provide the answers needed in terms of  how do I integrate all these data feeds, how do I correlate and gain context, how can I further enrich that data to get an understanding of the intent of the activity towards my users, assets and business as a whole.What we do know for certain is that all solutions today are moving towards behavior based detection and that the tradition of monitoring for IOC’s in isolation simply does not work. We therefore need to focus on behaviour, which is where the term TTP’s (Tools Tactics and Procedures) was born, providing a far more effective and actionable level of context for known and unknown threat activity.. TTP’s shouldn’t just be seen in light of an attacker, the concept can be (and is ) applied to internal users performing data-theft activity or exhibiting non-compliant behavior.
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APT Pyramid of Pain
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GRIZZLY STEPPE – Russian Malicious Cyber Activity

U.S. Government refers to the Russian civilian and military intelligence 
service (RIS) responsible for the compromise and exploit of networks and 
endpoints associated with the U.S. election, as well as a range of U.S. 
Government, political, and private sector entities as GRIZZLY STEPPE.

• Linked to APT 28 & APT 29
• Targets Include:

• Government
• Critical Infrastructure
• Think tanks
• Universities
• Political organisation's

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To effectively articulate the reason why TTP’s have become so critical in the overall defense against the new array of sophisticated attackers targeting organizations across the globe, we need to look at a specific example of an APT groups TTP’s, in this case we’ve chosen APT 28 (Fancy Bear) and APT 29 (Cozy Bear), who are citied as having performed malicious activity against the DNCs email (thousands of damaging emails from high-ranking officials in the DNC were sent to and then posted by WikiLeaks), aptly dubbed the TTP’s (or operation) that formed part of these attacks as, Grizzly Steppe (must be a bear thing!).Grizzly Steppe TTP’s are listed here in detail:https://www.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/publications/JAR_16-20296A_GRIZZLY%20STEPPE-2016-1229.pdf 
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IoCs in Action – GRIZZLY STEPPE 
APT28 and APT29 activity from 2015 through 2016

Network Vuln. 
Scanning:

89.35.178.104

In attacker 
space/no IOC

Spear-phishing:
Subject: efax #100345

Vulnerabilities:
CVE-2016-7855

OnionDuke Malware:
8F154D23AC2071D7F179

959AABA37AD5

C&C:
Private.directinvesting.com

OnionDuke Malware:
8F154D23AC2071D7F179

959AABA37AD5

876 IPs

CYBER THREAT KILL CHAIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets break down some of the known activity of this particular campaign, into the CyberKill Chain and then attribute those steps to specific IOC’s, so that we can better understand how IOC’s can be tied to specific activity. CVE-2016-7855: https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/adobe-flash-player-zero-day-vulnerability-patched/The key thing to understand here is the ease and level of automation that attackers have at their fingertips these days in finding and executing vulnerabilities, either remotely via system/application vulnerabilities (using custom software, Web Exploit Kits, automated attack tools, malicious websites and so on) – once the target system is identified, exploitation is relatively straight forward. If we execute the vulnerability listed under CVE-2016-7855 above, then the attacker now has the ability to execute commands on the target machine, running machine code or code within a process (which may have higher privileges) to escalate priviledges, create reverse shells and then either laterally move, compromise other accounts, drop malware (OnionDuke) or Data-Exfil/Ransomware, etc…OnionDuke & History: https://www.f-secure.com/documents/996508/1030745/dukes_whitepaper.pdf  (Page 21) & https://www.f-secure.com/weblog/archives/00002764.html 
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The Problem with IoCs

• Single dimension

- SIEM/OpenIOC overcomes this

• Known bad only

• Lack context

• Reactive

• Valid for short period of time

• Attacks are polymorphic

• False Positives

• False sense of security

• Too many IoCs to Threat Hunt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem with IOC’s in their own right are often just the beginning, in fact an IOC in many cases, could be the prelude to an almost infinite maze of rabbit hole.Single Dimension:- IOC’s need more identifiers/observables/artefacts to become useful in practice – naturally there are tools available that try to enhance the usefulness of IOC’s by combining more IOC’s to add context, but it’s still a horizontal plane view, serving to narrow down to interesting combinations of IOC’s, which still wont always provide an outcome that the business operation can meaningfully utilize for risk mitigation/management.Known Bad Only:IOC’s are the known knowns. Granted some IOC’s can be high fidelity and be very useful in mitigation of certain attacks, but these are far and few between in pre-compromise protection, or early attack chain vectors.Lack Context:Overall, IOC’s often lack context, In the example here, which of the IPs should I be concerned with, is one just an IP scanning me? who is behind this, does this IOC concern targeting my sector? Again there are ways to enrich IOC data using industry available tools, but they are often isolated to specific functions (traditional SIEM, OpenIOC and so forth), they require a lot of manual effort.Reactive:8/21 – 8/23 multi different exes hosted, I would know this until after the fact, again limited use in pre-compromise detection. 2014 story about The Interview and putting in threat lists over Christmas; the targets constantly changed, in terms of spear phishing sources, IOC’s single dimension, normally IP/URL, Filename, FileHASHHowever overall IOC’s lack of contextFor example, 876 IP’s in Grizzly Bear IOC’s- I don’t know which IP is attributed to whatDoes the attack align to my sectorReactive and Valid for short periods of timeIOC\s can take hours or days to distribute, it can become invalid within hoursWe took the IP address from the IOC listed in the first IOC table shown as part of this presentationWe Searched 2 TI sourcesIP REP (Low Risk and SPAM – Not unsusual!)Virus Total (number of different URL’s hosted on this IP addres)3 Different URLS with 3 different executables Lasting for a DayThe fact is these IOC’s are Polymorphic, easy to change (IP’s, Domains and so forth)Just having the IOC’s doesn't mean protection from a particular APT
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Detecting Threats with IoCs

• Hope you’re not patient 0
• IoCs from every security vendor
• Correlation rules = IoCs
• Causes alert fatigue
• Rarely does IoC = compromise

• How would you know?

Doesn’t scale with traditional SIEM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using IOC’s today, engages many organizations in a game of malware/attack detection ‘whack-a-mole’ - they know they have an infection, they take steps to remove it, or they expect to be attacked and take steps to prevent the threat on IOC data, but it doesn’t help and the list(s) grow. Why does this trend continue? Because we haven’t identified patient zero in almost all cases! In the physical world, the first thing researchers look for during an outbreak is patient zero. Where did the virus start and where are all of the places and who are all of the people it could have touched? In the cyber world this almost never happens. But it is just as fundamental.With IOC’s, we might go on a threat hunting exercise to answer the fundamental question, where/what is patient zero. To do this organizations have often deployed traditional SIEM or other correlation technologies to converge (of sorts) IOC”s from every security vendor they have (well, depending on budget of course, because traditional SIEM penalizes organizations for wanting to have more visibility of their critical data sources - but that’s another story!)Visibility to identify who was infected first, the application/user that introduced the malware and the files/processes that are/were used to spread enables us to address the infection at the root and avoid re-infection. Identifying the last patient is equally important as we can define the scope of the infection, assess the risk and understand what it will take to control the outbreak. Imagine applying a standard IOC based approach to this, or building correlation rules to answer the questions asked in just this statement alone? This approach is where correlation rules were born and became a standard practice in almost all security functions of organizations the world over. However, even with correlation rules using raw log data and/or threat intel feeds (IOC’s), the following issues remain:How do I even normalize the data and figure out what’s important?Now I’ve created all these correlation rules, I’ve got all these alerts firing that somebody has to own/investigate - Alert FatigueWe’re often lulled into a false sense of security that IOC’s are the answer to a compromise – even if I think I’ve found something bad, how do I ratify/verify that notion?Guess what – you’d need to build another rule!It’s a never ending process that simply detracts organizations from getting to the root of the critical matter quickly, and even in where to focus efforts (how do I know what’s a higher risk, versus a lower one?) Sure we can look to data/user/asset classification as a good starting point, but surely it’s better if we’re able to understand the TTP’s, as an indicator to where our more serious threats lay?
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Responding to IoCs
Doesn’t scale with traditional SIEM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we want to respond to an IOC, that we feel to be malicious, then here’s an example of how we tend to traditionally go about it:We get an IOC based upon a Malicious IP so we search for a single IP known badWe see results from a top (newest to oldest) view and notice user:eric and src-ip: XInvariably an Analyst will want to follow this trail, as we had a hit and we’ve got a user implicatedSo we run a search to look at all activity for this user, this src-ip and this dst-ip variablesWe get 1.4m HITS in a 24HR period (every single transaction) So we filter down further to hosts/machines only that communicated to this IPBut what about who else? Should we expand to every username, or just groups of users, or just executives, or? Sometimes all questions are askedBut What about the processes?But What about the applications?This is the issue with traditional SIEM, the options can and often are limitless, but even if I ask specific questions and laser focus in on a handful of users/assets/processes/app’s/files/alerts – what have I NOT asked, what have I missed? This is not a viable risk management strategy for any organization!Add to the fact that. Attacks last weeks and months and that we usually investigate at hours and days windows, what happens if we extend those correlation rule searches to weeks/months? 
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Complex Threats Span An Entire Organisation 
And Leave IOCs Behind

DLP

Web Security

Cloud

VPN

E-mail Security

FirewallEmail Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In essence, IOC’s are spread across network, nothing effectively is correlating across ALL the dataIf we deploy traditional SIEM, we rely solely on the intelligence of our correlation rules, which simply does not scale in todays age of sophisticated attack automation)If we do get correlation rules fire, then we still NEED to know what's the full attack shape/scope which leads us to the the intent and thus a far more preventative capability or mitigation strategy (post breach, should we be unfortunate enough see this).Do we always know the questions to ask? Even if we said we do, how long would this take for every IOC, every day?
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Scale IoCs with UEBA
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What is a TTP?

Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) are “descriptive” in nature and are for characterizing the how and 
what of adversary behavior (what they are doing and how they are doing it). They are abstracted from 
specific observed instances within individual specific Incidents so that they may be more generally 
applicable in developing contextual understanding across Incidents, Campaign and Threat Actors.

Initial
Access Execution Persistence Privilege

Escalation
Defense
Evasion

Credential
Access Discovery Lateral

Movement Collection Exfiltration Command
and Control

Drive-by 
Compromise AppleScript .bash_profile

and .bashrc
Access Token
Manipulation

Access Token
Manipulation

Account
Manipulation

Account
Discovery AppleScript Audio Capture Automated 

Exfiltration
Commonly  
Used Port

Exploit       
Public-Facing 
Application

CMSTP Accessibility 
Features

Accessibility 
Features BITS Jobs Bash History

Application 
Window 
Discovery

Application 
Deployment 
Software

Automated
Collection

Data 
Compressed

Communicati
on through 
Removable 
Media

Hardware 
Additions

Command-
Line 
Interference

AppCert DLLs AppCert DLLs Binary Padding Brute Force
Browser 
Bookmark 
Discovery

Distributed
Component 
Object Model

Clipboard 
Data

Data 
Encrypted

Replication 
through 
Removable 
Media

Control Panel 
Items AppInit DLLs AppInit DLLs

Bypass User 
Account 
Control

Credential 
Dumping

File and 
Directory 
Discovery

Exploitation of 
Remote 
Services

Data Staged Data Transfer 
Size Limits

Custom 
Command 
and Control 
Protocol

**Mitre ATT&CK Technique Matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Mitre attack FrameworkFirst we need to understand what the term TTP means and why this is importantThe framework shown is all POST Exploit with Mitre, it looks at once the attacker is there what happens normallyWe shouldn’t forget that the The Kill Chain is 7 steps, where as the MITRE Post exploitation is 11We need to highlight that  credentials are the biggest target of an attacker (various stats from various sources all agree that we’re in the high 90 percentile in terms of credentials as a target for attack campaigns)
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Persistence

• Adversaries with a sufficient level of access may create a local system or domain account. Such 
accounts may be used for persistence that do not require persistent remote access tools to be deployed 
on the system.

• Detection: Collect data on account creation within a network. Event ID 4720 is generated when a user 
account is created on a Windows system and domain controller. Perform regular audits of domain and 
local system accounts to detect suspicious accounts that may have been created by an adversary.

Create Account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why do we know that accounts are the most sought after data in attack campaigns? Quite simply because with credentials we can gain persistence for more sophisticated attack patterns, leading to lateral movement and ultimately data-exfil, deletion or ransomware deployment.As an example, as easy way for attacker to gain persistence is to use accounts that go under the radar, that would normally perform the specific functions that are being compromised (such as access to IP data, or critical systems, DB’s and so forth), hence the desire for privileged account access.In fact the Mitre-Framework says audit this and look for suspicious accounts – this tells us we need a layer of analytics over IOC’s alone, to discover TTP’s of an attack.
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Challenge with TTPS

• Brute Force

• RDP

• PowerShell

• Account Creation

• Process Discovery

• Data Compression

• FTP

Attacker techniques hide in plain sight

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, whilst TTP’s are a fantastic approach to detecting sophisticated or unknown threat vector, a lot of these TTP’s are happening in network legitimately – and very often the attacker hiding in plain sight, for example:Brute Force - Admins burying creds in scripts, that might auto-logon to resources 10’s of 100’s of times per day, if these scripts have old credentials, then we see a false-positive for a brute-force attackRDP to AD servers and creation of accounts as part of normal business operation, how do we know if a particular RDP session is malicious using stolen/leaked credentials?PowerShell, is often used by many administrative functions, but it’s also a staple of the sophisticated attacker, how do we differentiate normal from abnormal?Account Creation – Happens almost every day in a large enterprise network, how do we know if an account creation is abnormal or malicious across our entire organization operations?Process Discovery – New processes spin up all the time in a dynamic enterprise environment, not least if we use cloud based services to deploy applications, or we launch new services weekly internally, spin up new functions, or have dev teams running new projects – how do we know a particular process is malicious or not?Data Compression – Part and parcel of everyday network communication, internally and externally – how can I identify if a particular compressed data set on a particular asset/host is malicious or potentially malicious?FTP – I might have admins, devs, security teams, and so forth using FTP every day, or other data-transfer/sync functions (GitHub, Data repositories via API’s and so forth), how can I laser focus in on a particular malicious session here?To say these are the TTPs to identify malicious activity, but that they’re also normal, leads us to the inevitability that we’ve got to take a very different approach to security, compliance and monitoring overall and  that we need to layer analytics to really understand what is normal versus abnormal and thus what the risks are to our organization.
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TTPs + Analytics Cuts Through the Noise

Red team compromised domain admin
• Created new credentials

• Tactic: persistence
• Technique: account creation

SIEM correlation rule to detect TTP
• Alert on any account creation

• Can’t whitelist DAs
• DAs perform 95% of account creation

Analytics + TTPs
• Abnormal account creation from asset
• Abnormal account creation from network zone (IP phone network)

Catching the red team red handed!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combining TTP’s based detection with Analytics, we can achieve a huge amount more in terms of security posture and risk management:For example at a previous SOC:A Red team exercise was put in place to detect the ability to find compromised domain accountsWe Tried to build the specific TTP into correlation ruleIF: Account created outside of role: IAM service account, rule should fire:What we found was that domain admins were creating accounts all the time (outside of our standard policy)So we built a response process of:Contact Domain Admin and VerifyAs you can imagine this just annoyed the domain admins (who said very nicely, “yep this is my job, so please stop pestering me”)So we had to make a decision that still allowed us track when domain accounts were created, just in case one was a compromiseWe Couldn't whitelist domain admins as attacker wants these credentials and if one were compromised, we’d be completely in the darkWe therefore couldn’t turn off the rule – We had to let it fire, so that in the case we had a breach using this TTP,  we could say we had the alert (at least!)Naturally this was not acceptable, so we decided to bring in a layer of analytics, to see the abnormalities for domain account creation across the entire organizationThis resulted in us seeing an account from new network zone (IP Phone network – clear TTP) and prevent a potentially major threat/breach
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TTPs + Analytics No Longer Reactive

APT 3 Techniques Behavioral Anomalies
Scheduled Task - An APT3 downloader creates persistence by creating the following 
scheduled task: schtasks /create /tn "mysc" /tr C:\Users\Public\test.exe /sc ONLOGON 
/ru "System".

• First service installation on host
• Non-Privileged user created a scheduled task/service on privileged 

asset
• Service created to execute a sensitive process (ie. Powershell)
• Unusual process for service
• Unusual service name in the org

Uncommonly Used Port - An APT3 downloader establishes SOCKS5 connections to two 
separate IP addresses over TCP port 1913 and TCP port 81

• Abnormal inbound connection on port for zone
• Abnormal inbound network connection to this port for asset
• Abnormal outbound connection on port for zone
• First failed outbound connection on port for asset
• First inbound/outbound connection on port for asset

PowerShell - APT3 has used PowerShell on victim systems to download and run payloads 
after exploitation.

• First/Abnormal execution of PowerShell process for user/peer/org
• Encrypted argument in PowerShell command detected

Remote Desktop Protocol - APT3 enables the Remote Desktop Protocol for persistence • First/abnormal remote logon to asset for user/peer
• First remote logon to asset for group by NEW user
• Remote logon to private asset for new user

Create Account - APT3 has been known to create or enable accounts, such 
as support_388945a0

• First/abnormal account creation activity for user/peer
• Abnormal time to perform account management activity for 

user/peer/org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whilst TTP’s provide far better insights to the indication of a compromise or attack, if we can apply a behavioral analytics lens, then we’re in a far better position to proactively detect the threat, before the worst can occur, even if we don’t have IOC data to support specific attack vectors; in laymans terms this means that we’re able to proactively respond to activity that puts our business at risk, without having to wait for the breach to fully execute (and often data leaving the building/cloud):Take the above chart for example, the left indicators in RED are known IOC’s, as part of the TTP’s of APT 3 – AOK? if I want to do a better job detecting TTPs through behavior then I need to apply ML and Data-Science functions to get answers to the questions that allow me to understand context and more importantly INTENT:EB provides these functions, for example what about seeing anomalies on:Uncommonly used portsI might see this activity all the time in a dynamic dev environment, but what about an attacker who might have compromised a HTTP interface on a Printer, VOIP Phone (that uses dynamic port ranges or sockets), System Management software and so forth, how would I know this is abnormal?PowerShellmalicious actors and file-less malware, why do they need this if PowerShell is enabledIf PowerShell is enabled it’s notoriously hard to inspect and investigate, but it’s such a powerful tool for an attacker to be able to useRDPWhat if I see RDP from internet. Huge risk if not closedPerhaps you’ve turned it off? But what if an attacker enables RDP, and uses it for the first time on a host internally or externally?Create accountIn my SOC experience, Idon’t need to look at naming conventions per-say, I want to see all abnormalities in account managementMight be privilege escalation to get admin rights for example (Mimikatz, FuzzBunch, MetaSploit, etc..)

https://attack.mitre.org/wiki/Technique/T1053
https://attack.mitre.org/wiki/Technique/T1065
https://attack.mitre.org/wiki/Technique/T1086
https://attack.mitre.org/wiki/Technique/T1076
https://attack.mitre.org/wiki/Technique/T1136
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TTP’s in Action – GRIZZLY STEPPE

CYBER THREAT KILL CHAIN

Network Vuln. Scanning:
Abnormal inbound connection 

from country

In attacker 
space/no IOC

Spearphishing attachment
First email domain for Org

Exploitation for Client  Execution:
Abnormal number of critical windows 

command executions by user 

Web Shell
First execution of process 
in this directory for Org

C&C:
First web activity to this 

country for Org

Data Transfer Size Limits:
Abnormal amount of 

data uploaded to web  
for Org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather that IOC focused, lets put TTP focus and apply Abnormal behavior to identify my risks:1. Rather than searching on 876 IPs at recon stage, I can filter on the TTP’s of GELOC (or multiples thereof, not just specific IOC’s)have Analytics tell me if I have any matching inbound from a Geo location3. Spear PhishingI don’t have to search every subject line and source, based upon IOC’sJust show me first-time I’ve seen an e-mail from the known TTP source(s) (Domains for example)Or show me e-mails from any domains that I’ve never received from before4. Vulnerability Exploit (CVE-2016-5855)I don’t have to look for every possible variant of RCE/Arbitrary code execution on all my hostsJust show me any abnormalities of critical windows system command executions, or completely new ones!5. OnionDuke (lateral movement, malware install, persistence)I don’t need to create a correlation rule to look for a specific variant of this malware (which could be out of date by the time I search, if I even know of it’s existence at all), such as filenames it executes under, or directories it might drop to, or processes it might bind to, etc..Just show me anomalies that execute in a directory, or something I haven’t seen before for this user, asset, peer-group6. C&C to Russian Domain or Seemingly Legitimate Domain (Typo squatted)Rather than look for access to a particular known malware domain(s), especially if using DGA!What if it’s undetected and not reported in any IOC to-date, do I run a search on domain extension (.RU) due to TTP attribution?Just show me abnormal communication to any domain that I’ve not seen before in my organization from a user/host that I’ve not seen behave like this before7. OnionDuke (Data-Exfiltration)Rather than track uploads of specific file sizes, types and classifications, what happens when an upload is performed in the same way we normally operate as a business, or a particular 3rd party site is compromised and use as a proxy for data-exfiltration?Just show me abnormal uploads to any location, from any user/asset in my organization
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Risk Fabric Revisited

Tactic: Lateral Movement

Technique: RDP

Tactic: Privilege Escalation

Technique: Valid Accounts

Tactic: Persistence

Technique: Account Creation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using TTP’s we can better detect threats and attacks against our organization, however through UEBA (Analytics) we can monitor beyond known TTP functions and detect variations (unknown unknowns), with the ability to see the before and after, with risk, reasons and time-lines to build context and ultimately enable analysts, compliance and risk teams to discover the intent and react far more proactively than ever before to the most sophisticated threats.
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IOC vs TTP

IOCs
• 100s of millions 
• Constantly changing

• Can change within an attack
• Focus of todays detections

• Signatures
• Correlation Rules

• Threat hunting starts with IOCs

TTPs
• 291 TTPs ATT&CK Framework
• Rarely change

• No need to develop new TTPs attackers are 
successful

• Detection moving to TTPs
• Correlation Rules
• Behavior*

• Hard to Threat Hunt behavior in legacy 
SIEM
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Future of Threat Hunting is TTP Based

• Cast a wider net
• TH can start broad
• Start with a question “has anyone 

done X”
• Easily filter out the normal

• Identify parts of the kill chain through 
TTPs

• Create APT* based detection
• Answers the expensive questions
• You might stumble on IoCs
• Hunt for the unknown

• DGA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modern Threat Hunting, must allow us to answer the expensive/critical questions almost instantly. However beyond that when we hit a particular identifier, we need to know what happened before and after to gain much needed context and ultimately intent awareness.Furthermore, I don’t have all the questions, but I certainly need all the answers. By combining UEBA and TH functions that are TTP based, I’m not only able to see things that I may never have seen before, but I can get answers to questions that I may never have known I needed answers to; ultimately ensuring the highest standards in business risk management and security, compliance and governance outcomes.
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Cyber Stats 2018

For the full infographic visit:
https://www.cyberseer.net/infographic/

https://www.cyberseer.net/infographic/
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Cyber Predictions 2019



T: 0203 823 9030
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Advanced Threat
Detection
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